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Letter of the Year 2011 

Greetings to you, dear friends of the MEENA MA SHANTI ASSOCIATION! 

 

In 2011, SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA has again bestowed upon us magic moments: 

DIVINE presence in DARSHAN, in the INTERVIEWS, over the telephone counselling 

and in many personal healing encounters!  In a fax message sent to MATAJI on 

December 26th, 2011 we can read: “It is a miracle! After I asked for YOUR help for 

the child that didn’t want to grow in the womb any more, it did grow again through 

DIVINE help and could stay in the womb! THANK YOU, 

THANK YOU, THANK YOU!” U.M. 26.12.2011. 

One of many occurrences, with a beautiful symbolic 

meaning, because easing, assisting and promoting our 

growth - whether at the physical, mental and spiritual level is 

and will always be MATAJI`s concern! Nothing makes 

MATAJI happier than granting blessing, joy and bliss – 

HEALING for the soul, mind and body! 

 

Hildegard, our oldest resident at the ST. MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU LIEBEN”, 93 

years of age, has been granted a new span of life – a very moving happening! Right 

at the moment when, at the breakfast table, MATAJI MEENA MA speaks about the 

ego`s old patterns of behaviour having to die before spiritual REBIRTH can take 

place, Hildegard falls into rigor mortis (detailed account can be found under 

www.mataji-meena-ma.org/TESTIMONIES-FROM-THE-HEART). 
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The white light of GOD’s LOVE flowing from MATAJI MEENA MA’s heart to 

Hildegard’s heart brought Hildegard back to life!!! Sohra, a nurse, a resident could 

actually see the white light … 

 

As the emergency team arrived after 20 minutes and examined Hildegard thoroughly, 

she showed all signs of normal health… She had risen from the dead!!! “Only LOVE 

can achieve this: to bring us back to life!” said Hildegard two hours later and added: 

“What a sacrifice!” MATAJI MEENA MA answered: “No, it was no sacrifice, it was 

GOD’s LOVE! Purely GOD’s LOVE!” 

 

Since her awakening from the dead through the DIVINE LOVE in MATAJI MEENA 

MA in November, Hildegard is significantly changed: she looks younger and is open 

to everything that she is blessed to experience in the house of GOD! 

 

This indescribable event shows a parallel to MATAJI’s dream on 13.10.2011 – 

MATAJI received in HER dream the message that MATAJI`s LOVE brought back to 

life the mortal remains of SWAMI SAI BABA!  And we know: when SWAMI SAI BABA 

appears in a dream, the dream conveys a real message and TRUTH! 

 

In this dream, in Puttaparthi, in the Mandir (Temple) where SWAMI SAI BABA`s 

mortal remains are lying in a glass coffin, MATAJI is called on out of thousands of 

people to sit at SWAMI’s glass coffin all by HERSELF! 

SHE kneels in LOVE, HUMILITY and DEVOTION before HER beloved Master, HIS 

HEAD and HIS mortal shell! The LOVE IN HER HEART moves SWAMI SAI BABA so 

much that slowly, softly and gradually, through the LOVE of this MOTHER, life comes 

back in SWAMI SAI BABA’s face and then in HIS whole body! 

HE rises in flesh and blood from HIS coffin, turns to MATAJI and nods twice to 

MOTHER with HIS sweetest smile: AWAKENING FROM THE DEAD! 

 

Around SWAMI’s coffin a holy ceremony similar to the Christian version of the 

“Washing of the Feet”, called “ABISHEKAM”, is being carried out in such a magnitude 

never seen before by MATAJI! Buttermilk flows in abundance from jugs – men are 

holding them – into an oversize collecting tank, everything is white: milk, buttermilk – 

KRISHNA, KRISHNA, KRISHNA!  
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And now we have been blessed to experience that Hildegard has received a 

REBIRTH, a new life through GOD in MATAJI MEENA MA… 

 

The HOLY PICTURES announce the “BECOMING NEW” 

 

Already in 1999 SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA had announced MATAJI MEENA MA’s 

participation in the BECOMING NEW of “World and Man”: the main theme of MATAJI 

MEENA MA`s picture-book “You are GOD” from 2003  which deals with 

METAMORPHOSIS, TRANSFORMATION, the BECOMING NEW of man and of the 

world!  

 

In a succession of Holy Pictures that manifested themselves in a closed camera (in 

the year 2000) in which ovaries and JESUS’ AURA were shown to us,  SWAMI 

reveals: “The NEW beginning takes place through MA, the MOTHER –YOU are MA, 

the MOTHER!” There are multiple reports from different people who in the dream 

state experience MATAJI as life giver: 

 

For example MATAJI as midwife, SHE reaches deeply into a pregnant woman’s birth 

canal but asks before if SHE is allowed to do so! If permission is granted the birth 

takes place bloodlessly! And GOD gives MATAJI the message, in a dream, January 

2010: HER child’s delivery is difficult, MATAJI is completely exhausted, SHE loses 

the amniotic fluid – but GOD says: “You will keep your child, You will deliver it!” (see 

two pictures from January 2010 under www.st-magnushof-maria-zu-lieben.org/HOLY 

PICTURES). And in December 2011 comes GOD’s message through Sohra’s dream: 

MATAJI is pregnant at an advanced stage, the birth is imminent but it is not that far 

yet. 

 

In special “MAGIC MOMENTS” for MATAJI MEENA MA – and SHE passes those 

messages on to us – SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA had announced to HER in the fall of 

2010: The Cross of CHRIST is being carried also by MATAJI MEENA MA! (See 

Annual Letter 2010 and the picture of 21.09.2010: http//www.mataji-meena-

ma.org/HOLY PICTURES: “DIVINE REVELATIONS in the moon: MATAJI carries the 

cross”). 

http://www.st-magnushof-maria-zu-lieben.org/?section=21&lang=en
http://www.st-magnushof-maria-zu-lieben.org/?section=21&lang=en
http://www.mataji-meena-ma.org/?page=14&lang=en
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Promises of LOVE and REBIRTH 

 

On 25.09.2010 MATAJI spoke to SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA: “PREMA (LOVE) is the 

only way that leads to YOU!” 

 

Exactly at that moment the moon appears in the evening sky looking like the robe of 

SWAMI SAI BABA with the holy name of “MA” on the right below! 

 

What a confirmation coming from GOD: 

 

HIS heart and MATAJI’s heart can only be 

reached through LOVE! 

 

 

The following day, 26.09.2011, picture 1, the moon transforms itself into a LINGA, the 

shell of which opens! In picture 2 we see the spiritual DIVINE union with the WORLD 

TEACHER SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA and MATAJI MEENA MA. In picture 3, 

27.09.2011, the egg in the moon opens itself further and in picture 4, the same day, 

we can see the chick hatching! 

 

                  

 

In all and everything, SWAMI SAI BABA is pulling the strings: We perceive HIM on 

the right surface of the moon in HIS full stature, dressed in orange. HIS arm is 

stretching out widely right below the chick. HE holds it! HE holds the whole creation! 

 

“MAGIC STAR -MOMENTS”: In autumn 2010 SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA had 

transmitted to MATAJI MEENA MA very special “MAGIC MESSAGES” in the sky! We 

had related this in the Letter of the Year 2010: 
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The planet Jupiter, the planet of happiness, appeared as a brilliant heart, picture 1, 

then as “MA”, picture 2, and when turning the picture 90 to the right luminescent 

MADONNA!  

 

 

      

 

Let us not forget the distance that separates us from Jupiter and that the pictures 

were taken by MATAJI with a simple, small digital camera! In each picture, further 

HOLY signs are to be seen manifold, for example the HOLY names “ISA”, “SAI” and 

“MA” in the heart of the Jupiter’s heart picture, that we cannot render in such a way 

as to touch your heart as the HOLY PICTURES appear here in such a small format.  

 

This succession of pictures were made in September and October 2010 in Sardinia, 

as on every evening and at the same time the “star” Jupiter appeared above 

MATAJI’s living quarters leading the neighbours to say: “We have never seen 

anything like this!”  Sardinia – “SAI-di(e)nia”, we report further below about it. 

 

In October 2010 as well, MATAJI was granted a special DIVINE manifestation 

through the MOON: 

 

          

SWAMI SAI BABA’s physical stature! 

In the Letter of Year 2010 we gave an account 

about those extraordinary HOLY PICTURES! 

(see http://www.mataji-meena-ma.org/HOLY 

PICTURES) 

 SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA blows HIS LIGHT into 

the MOON in October 2010. To the right of the 

picture LORD SAI BABA’s profile! 

 

 

http://www.st-magnushof-maria-zu-lieben.org/?section=21&lang=en
http://www.st-magnushof-maria-zu-lieben.org/?section=21&lang=en
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SAI BABA constantly manifests HIS OVERALL-PRESENCE 

 

Since 24.04.2011 we know that this succession of holy firmament pictures is to be 

seen as being connected to the physical departure of SATHYA SAI BABA: for years, 

SWAMI SAI BABA had predicted HIS departure at the age of 96. According to the 

MOON calendar, HE had reached that age in 2011! 

 

That way, SWAMI has shown us again HIS LEELAS (DIVINE GAMES), because 

nobody would have thought of calculating HIS lifetime according to the moon 

calendar! 

 

As we know, the DIVINE OVERALL PRESENCE, OVERALL POWER, OVERALL 

LOVE are not bound to time, space or form. SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA uses time, 

space and form to manifest HIS DIVINE OVERALL PRESENCE, OVERALL POWER 

and OVERALL LOVE in a magnificent DIVINE GAME with “MA” -TTER! 

 

In “paintings” such as this mullein picture – MATAJI was 

gathering blossoms and leaves from the monastery’s 

garden for HER wonderful teas in August 2011 – 

SWAMI uses the shadow of the mullein in the middle of 

MATAJI’s face to manifest HIMSELF in HIS aging, 

fragile form! HE looks to the left.  

 

For many years, MATAJI has been shown again and again that SHE plays a part in 

SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA’s plan of the New World Order - the realisation of SATHYA 

(TRUTH), PREMA (DIVINE LOVE), DHARMA (RIGHTEOUSNESS), SHANTI 

(PEACE) and AHIMSA (NON-VIOLENCE). 

 

The shadow of the mullein – presenting SAI BABA’s stature, pointing at HIS 

overshadowing of MOTHER MEENA MA – also shows the letter “I”: the DIVINE 

SELF! MOTHER’s face, i.e. HER being and HER works, are imbued by the DIVINE 

SELF! 
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Also, the name “S-A-I” is being shown: the dark shadow of MOTHER’s finger forms 

an “S”, the mullein together with the dark background and the light coloured cross 

beam an “A”, SAI BABA’s stature the “I”! 

 

A big brown snake – the KUNDALINI – kisses the right side of MOTHER’s forehead. 

The picture turned around 180: SAI BABA’s stature becomes JESUS with long hair, 

beneath HIM a MADONNA. Left, bright, again an enchanting MADONNA with a small 

crown. We could spend hours and hours trying to encipher every millimetre of this 

picture in order to see GOD in HIS endless forms: a WONDER-full painting from 

GOD’s hand! 

 

SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA’s physical departure did not affect in any way the 

manifestation of HIS living OVERALL PRESENCE and OVERALL LOVE! 2 days 

before HIS departure – Good Friday, 22.04.2011 – HE had shown in a grandiose 

succession of pictures in the firmament all HIS FORMS and NAMES as proof of HIS 

vitality! MATAJI MEENA MA had been sitting on the patio with guests and helpers 

watching the breath taking succession of the DIVINE scenes! 

    

Picture 1 SWAMI’s face illuminated by the sun 

Picture 2 LORD GANESHA  

Picture 3 “S-A-I” to the right with star tail 

Picture 4 SWAMI SAI manifests HIMSELF in the sun’s 

 

The day of HIS departure, on 24.04.2011, 

SWAMI SAI BABA manifested HIS presence 

MATAJI in the swinging bowl: we see (right) 

SWAMI´s “OPRPHANED CHAIR”! 
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And as ever before, SHRI SWAMI SAI BABA shows HIMSELF daily in grandiose, 

lively ABUNDANCE! 

 

SWAMI appears in flesh and blood, in visions, dreams and in the numerous HOLY 

pictures! 

 

We can name here – as well as on the homepage - only a few of the diverse 

examples, all together approximately 12 000 pictures since 1987 that MATAJI 

MEENA MA was blessed to photograph as documentation of HER loving 

communication with the great AVATAR. And whether before or after HIS physical 

departure: 

 

Again and again, HE transforms the original photograph! 

 

For example, in July 2011, 3 months after HIS departure, HE transforms the 

photograph “Wedding Scene on the Roof of our Chapel” - a wedding couple is 

formed from snow and ice. We see HIM in full stature when turning the whole picture, 

the wedding couple, 90 to the left! The wedding couple is 

HIS heart – and also a dove of peace, the SHANTI-dove, that 

GOD had given to MATAJI MEENA MA as logo for HER 

HEALING WORK! 

 

In October 2011 SWAMI SAI BABA transforms this picture 

again and sends a succession of new messages: (see 

http://www.mataji-meena-ma.org/HOLY PICTURES). 

PREMA, the DIVINE LOVE, whenever MATAJI is in loving 

communication with GOD, the HOLY PICTURES that SHE is 

blessed to photograph confirm: GOD always asks for only 

one thing – for LOVE coming from the heart! GOD’s HEART       

can only be reached through love! 

 

GOD’ severity is also part of the DIVINE LOVE that doesn’t want anything else but to 

lead us to our heart and away from the chains of our ego! 

 

 

http://www.st-magnushof-maria-zu-lieben.org/?section=21&lang=en
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And thus the year 2011 was for SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA, in order to continue and 

complete the MISSION OF LOVE, a special year of ending the OLD – and the 

beginning of the NEW! 

 

Renewal for the HEALING CENTRES 

 

A core removal with the blessing of SHRI SATHYA SAI BABA and SHRI SWAMI 

VISHWANANDA was effected within MATAJI MEENA MA’s direct surroundings. 

Those were purifications for the NEW BEGINNING at both places: the “TEMPEL OF 

LOVE” in Hofheim and the “St. MAGNUSHOF MARIA ZU LIEBEN” in Eisenberg-

Unterreuten (see http://www.mataji-meena-ma.org/MOTHER’s 

WORDS/DRAMATURGY OUTGOING KALI YUGA). 

 

In this context the renewal is to be seen that now takes place at the ST. 

MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU LIEBEN”. 

 

We are happy to announce that as of January 1st, 2012, Marc as well as Harald and 

his wife Maria have moved in to join us! 

 

Besides, there is a new, more extended program! 

 

It has always been MATAJI’s special wish to integrate Ayurveda as lifestyle with its 

numerous possibilities of purification, of regeneration and prevention as additional 

part of HER integral HEALING WORK! 

http://www.mataji-meena-ma.org/MOTHER's
http://www.mataji-meena-ma.org/?page=443&lang=en
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AYURVEDA at the ST. MAGNUSHOF  

The AYURVEDA area 

has been completed 

and now MATAJI 

MEENA MA’s vision that 

SHE had already years 

ago can be realized. 

 

And now lectures about health and spirituality as well as Ayurveda cooking classes, 

counselling and seminars covering many subjects are being offered. Besides, we 

offer a beautiful choice of beneficial therapies. Among them, the whole body oil 

massage, the oil anointment, are of special significance. 

 

Oil anointments bring us in contact with ourselves and give us loving attention – this 

is not only healing for the body but also for the mind and the soul! 

 

In the near future, we will integrate in our program the healing exporting and 

detoxification processes of Pancha Karma. 

 

We are also happy to be able to offer bio-energetics, Prana- as well as Reiki 

treatments and the Reiki-teacher-training. 

 

New therapy rooms were completed as well as a shower, toilet – accessible to 

handicapped people – and an additional resting room! In order to do so we rebuilt our 

former office-room as well as the storage-rooms of the former hotel. 

Those are wonderful premises for the refreshment of soul, mind and body!  

And to the ones who are prepared to donate: We thank you from the bottom of our 

heart!!! 
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Extension of the HEALING CENTRES 

 

Renewal is happening to us at all levels: 

 

The building permit for the EXTENSION being on hand, we would like to extend the 

HEALING CENTRE, there will be wonderful housing units! 

Also, an additional photovoltaic complex, the costs of which being approximately 

€30.000, as well as in future our own water well - approximately €10.000 - are 

planned so that we become more self-sufficient. 

 

May people hear the CALL of GOD in order to promote the extension and the 

development of the ST. MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU LIEBEN”, whether financially or 

pragmatically! 

 

The JOY of SERVING TOGETHER, nurturing this special place with  

and out of LOVE – that is MATAJI`s vision! 

 

In HIS LOVE, GOD has brought to life these special LIGHT ENERGY PLACES 

“TEMPEL DER LIEBE” in Hofheim and ST. MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU LIEBEN” in 

the All gäu and has appointed SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA as HIS messenger!  

 

May we understand the DIVINE plan for 

the transformation of the world, with 

SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA’s mission 

being the bridge-builder between 

heaven and earth! 

 

We are about to create and found a 

completely new model of the MEENA 

MA SHANTI ASSOCIATION and to set 

up a limited company so that the 

HEALING CENTRES may keep 

growing! 
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SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA and HER helpers thank you HEARTILY for every kind of 

help, whether financial or pragmatic! To our dear animal sponsors we give the thanks 

of our hearts and also to the selfless helpers whether in the garden or at the 

computer! 

 

Please may we ask further for your generosity and your help in the form of pragmatic 

or financial donations in order to realize our existing and future projects! THANK 

YOU!! 

 

The NEW AGE is the age of “US”! 

“May all the worlds be happy at all levels”! 

 

A new project will also be realized in Sardinia! Out of gratitude, a devotee of SHRI 

MATAJI MEENA MA is building a temple house “LA CASE DI LUCE”, near the sea, 

building start to occur in the first half of 2012, at a light-energy place that was chosen 

by GOD! After completion in 2015-2016 MATAJI MEENA MA will also bestow there 

INTERVIEWS and DARSHAN several times a year. 

 

Already several years ago, SHRI SWAMI SATHYA SAI BABA had made allusions 

that in Sardinia a new project would be started – and now it is that far! HE now calls 

Sardinia SAI-degna or “SAI-di(e)nien! (in German: serving SAI) 

 

Within this context Gopi’s being rescued is significant, he is a young German 

shepherd cross breed who walked over to MATAJI in “SAI-degna” and never again 

departed from HER side! Please read the story of his dramatic rescue on the 

homepage: “The Animals of ST. MAGNUSHOF!” 

 

The duck “couple”, Fredericke & Frederick is also new at 

ST. MAGNUSHOF. They are sweet little animals that bring 

joy to big and small! The duck stands for “DEVOTION”! 

Ducks have always been MATAJI’s favourite animals! 

 

And again GOD’s LEELAS: as we moved into the ST. MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU 

LIEBEN” back in 2006, there were duck pictures and figures in the whole house! 
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Each room has a name associated with ducks! SWAMI SAI BABA’s interview chair in 

Puttaparthi had left and right duck reproductions! 

 

As conclusion our INTRODUCTION OFFERS for you: 

 

During the DARSHAN WEEK-ENDS bestowed by SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA in 

January and in April 2012 at the ST. MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU LIEBEN” we offer 

our three-day Ayurveda program: 

 

 1 Ayurveda therapy, 60 minutes, after consultation with the therapist. 

 Ayurveda full room and board 

 Introduction to Ayurveda with nutrition counselling 

 Starting on Friday’s evening meal at 6:00 p.m. until Monday 11:00 a.m. 

 Meditation: from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.; Yoga: 7:30 a.m. 

Fixed dates: January 27th – 30th, April 06th – 09th, April 13th – 16th, April 20th  – 

23rd, April 27th – 30th 

Prices: €149,- shared room, €189,- single room (if available) 

 

Further therapy offers: Reiki, sound massage, laser light therapy, Prana, bio-

energetics. Please ask for prices! We ask for registration 3 days before arrival. 

 

We are happy if you please give us your e-mail address so that we can inform you 

about our actual offers: info@mataji-meena-ma.org 

 

You are also welcome to make use of Facebook and the e-mail address shri@mataji-

meena-ma.org in order to contact SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA! 

 

mailto:info@matajimeena-ma.org
http://de-de.facebook.com/people/Shri-Mataji-Meena-Ma/100003143477989
mailto:shri@mataji-meena-ma.org
mailto:shri@mataji-meena-ma.org
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In the name of SHRI MATAJI MEENA MA we wish you only LIGHT and LOVE for the 

year 2012! 

 

MATAJI says: “GOD nourishes HIMSELF from LOVE and in LOVE and only LOVE 

can heal your soul!” 

 

 

The residents of ST. MAGNUSHOF “MARIA ZU LIEBEN” and the helpers of the 

“TEMPEL OF LOVE” 


